Taxal Edge, Jenkin Chapel and Pym Chair from Errwood
Reservoir
A walk proposed by Walking Britain
This circular walk explores the Goyt Valley and the ridge lying the west. The route includes some
steep climbs but oﬀers excellent views throughout. Some paths may be muddy after periods of
prolonged rain.

Walk No. 292938

Calculated time : 4h40

Difficulty :
Return to the departure
point :

Average

Distance :

12.79km

Vertical gain :

344m

Activity :

Walking

Vertical drop :

345m

Region :

Peak District

Highest point :

468m

Location :

Hartington Upper Quarter

Lowest point :

238m

Yes

Description
(D/A) The walk starts in the car park at the southern end of Errwood

Waypoints

Reservoir (grid ref. SK012748). After parking make your way to the shores
of the reservoir and turn left. Keeping the water on your right continue
along the shore following the road towards the dam. On reaching the dam
drop down to the left and descend to the shores of Fernilee Reservoir. The
path initially follows the western shore of this reservoir before ascending
through the trees to a higher level.
(1) Reaching the end of the dam (grid ref. Sk012776) bear left and follow
the clear path to Madscar Farm (grid ref. SK010783). Here turn left and
follow the path into Mill Clough. Follow the path keeping left at two junctions
as you follow the Midshires Way, which you leave shortly before Overton
Hall Farm. Pass to the south side of this farm and continue to climb onto
Taxal Edge (grid ref. SJ996788) from where you have some wonderful views
over this part of the Peak District National Park.

S/F Car park
N 53.27104° / W 1.98321° - alt. 290m - km 0
1 End of the dam, bear left
N 53.2963° / W 1.98275° - alt. 250m - km 3.02
2 Taxal Edge
N 53.307° / W 2.00826° - alt. 367m - km 5.66
3 Turn right
N 53.28632° / W 2.0255° - alt. 336m - km 8.65
4 Summit
N 53.28745° / W 2.00796° - alt. 468m - km 9.9
S/F
N 53.27073° / W 1.98299° - alt. 289m - km 12.79

(2) Once on Taxal Edge continue straight ahead and follow the lane
descending to Five Lane Ends (grid ref. SJ992786). At this junction continue
straight ahead following the lane towards Tunstall Knoll Farm. Where the
lane turns right towards the farm, continue ahead towards Dunge Farm and
Green Stack (grid ref. SJ988768). Turn west here to follow the path to Jenkin
Chapel (grid ref. SJ983765).
(3) Turn right along the lane and climb steeply in places back onto the ridge near Pym Chair (grid ref. SJ995767). The latter stages
of this section are quite steep but the eﬀort is rewarded by improving view. Once the summit has been reached there are many
spots to rest and enjoy the panorama over the highest land in Cheshire.
(4) To continue follow the lane descending east towards the Goyt Valley. Again you have some ﬁne views ahead. Leave the lane
and turn right (grid ref SK002760) keeping to the crest of Foxlow Edge. The path is clear and follows the ridge for some way before
dropping down into the valley. Continue along the valley path to reach the ruins of Errwood Hall from where it is a short walk back
to the start(D/A).

Practical information
The Goyt Valley and surrounding area is a popular place for walking. Errwood and Fernilees reservoirs add interest to the valleys
contrasting with the wilder upland on either side of the valley. The area to the west of the valley lies in Cheshire and the landscape
is a far cry from the stereotype of this county.
Let us know your opinion on : https://www.visorando.co.uk/walk-taxal-edge-jenkin-chapel-and-pym-chair-f/
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Visorando and the author of this walk sheet cannot be held responsible in the event of an accident during this walk.
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